
How Angels from the Golden Age Live in Heaven

This project pictures the way the first people on earth, the people of the Golden Age, live 

in heaven. 

Supplies needed 

 1 large rectangular piece of blue paper (sky)

 1 large rectangular piece of green paper the same size as the blue paper (ground)

 1 piece of shiny paper or fabric (tent)

 2 wooden craft (popsicle) sticks

 2 pieces white paper approx. 4”x6” (10cm x 15cm) to make people

 3 pieces white paper approx. 2”x3” (5cm x 9cm) (to make lambs)

 3 cotton balls (cotton wool)

 crayons or oil pastel crayons

 scissors

 glue

Directions 

1. With the long side of the green paper towards you, draw some curved shapes to

suggest mountains near the top of the paper. Cut along this line and then glue the

green paper on top of the blue paper to create a landscape for a scene in heaven.

2. Draw a tent shape like the one in the picture below on the shiny paper or fabric. Cut

it out. Place it near the middle of the scene and glue it down. Glue the two craft

sticks over the tent to suggest tent poles.

3. Use the two 4”x6” (10cm X 15cm) pieces of white paper to draw a man and a woman.

Use the whole piece by drawing the head near the top and the feet near the bottom

of the paper. Cut out the people. Glue them to the scene.

4. Use the three 2”x3” (5cm x 9cm) white pieces of paper to make some little lambs.

Draw a head, body and legs, using the full width of the paper. Cut them out and

then glue a cotton ball to each one to make them fluffy and soft like lambs. Glue

the lambs near the people and the tent in the scene.
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